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Rest; reflection

Ages and stages; all our lives; here and hereafter

Repenting; believing; following; receiving; passing on

Being and thinking; compassion and sympathy; sharing; reaching out

Asking; requesting; interceding; beseeching; persisting; conquering

Awareness; thankfulness; blessing; holding; keeping

Your thoughts; what you hear; the still, small voice
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Churches Together in Baildon – Praying for Baildon

Hall Cliffe Community Garden
Prayer Walk

A place of rest and quiet  –  A place for prayer

As you walk round the garden,
bring before God in prayer what you see and feel.

Allow the Holy Spirit to lead your thoughts.

Or let the words in this leaflet start you off.
May the Lord bless you in your time together with him.

Shalom!
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Nature’s colouring and God’s palette; restfulness; peacefulness

Flowers and grass; soil and paths; rocks and ponds; vegetation and fruit

Herbs in cooking and medicine; health and wholeness

Trees: shade; shelter; longevity; memory; stability

Blooms and twigs; leaves and boughs; stems and trunks

Shapes and shades; variety and change; seasons

True; pure; lovely; commendable; excellent; praiseworthy; good; great

Sight  smell  taste  touch  sound

Colour  scent  flavour  feel  hearing

Beauty  fragrance savour  texture  harmony

Looking sensing sampling feeling  listening

Display aroma  relish  contact  connection

Welcoming flat paths; no steps; easy walking; disabled access

Visitors; occasional; frequent; regular; residents; nearby and afar

Children; prams; push chairs; adventure; safe space

Minders and family; mums and dads; grandparents

Walking; strolling; meandering; pausing; standing; stooping

Seats; benches; rocks; walking sticks; seat sticks; wheelchairs
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Design; management; establishment; maintenance

Cultivating; digging; sowing; planting; nurturing; caring

Pruning; snipping; trimming; tidying; hoeing; sifting; sorting

Preservation; conservation; green fingers; gifts and talents

Work and toil; weeds and frustration; blooming and joy

Public involvement; volunteers; togetherness; teamwork; co-operation

God and humanity; Creator and creation; roles and responsibility

Land; lessons from the past; stewardship for the future

Boundaries; gates; and locks; opening and closing

Lordship and obedience; Spirit and direction; calling and response

The seed of his word; us as soil – hardened, rocky, weedy, or receptive

Thankfulness for being grafted in to the parent stock, by his grace

Accepting God’s pruning of our fruitful branches

Wild nature to work with for gardens; allotments; farming

Moorlands round about: Baildon; Ilkley; Rombald’s

Playground past; creative present; hopeful future

Gardening heritage; hands-on exploration and discovery

Ideas and plants from overseas


